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Status Issue # Category Comments 
Added 3414 NinjaScript Introduce an "OnStartUp" method which is called after Initialize() but before any other event method call 

Fixed 3396 ATM Strategies ATM strategies with no live orders had been recovered inadvertently. 

Fixed 3397 Hot Key Manager Hot Key Manager still accepted CTRL+O/Z/A is typed in. 

Fixed 3398 Market Replay Strategies tab only should have "Replay101" selectable when connected to replay 

Fixed 3399 Charts Reset in chart properties wasn't working properly 

Fixed 3400 Charts Chart didn't scale to horizontal lines with AutoScale = true 

Fixed 3401 NinjaScript 

indicators 

FirstTickOfBar logic was broken. 

Fixed 3402 Strategy Analyzer SA had incorrect short cut for Right click->Edit 

Fixed 3403 General Internal bars storing logic could be off on first bar of 16 bars group when smallest difference of incoming 

prices are smaller than tick size. 

Fixed 3404 Market Analyzer Applying a template with TotalRowEnabled to an MA where already has TotalRow enabled would throw an 

error. 

Fixed 3405 Market Analyzer Row positioning could be off when pressing F5 while blank rows had been on the MA. 

Fixed 3406 Charts Intra day charts with sessions reaching over midnight build first bars of rollover date (futures & sessions 

merge back adjusted) or split/dividend adjusted value change date (stocks & split and/or dividend adjust 

setting) wrong. 

Fixed 3407 Chart Trader Chart Trader context menu was only working properly when bar series was on first panel 

Fixed 3408 NinjaScript 

strategies 

SubmitLive could submit exit orders with the same OCO ID. Now the strategy ID is attached to make the 

OCO ID unique. 

Fixed 3409 Charts Price label for historical bar series wasn't painted for most bar types. 

Fixed 3411 PFG adapter Filter fills starting with "BACKUP" 

Fixed 3412 NinjaScript Duplicate bars series now should work as expected. 

Fixed 3413 FX Pro FXPro could end up having live account selected even when in global sim mode by 

connecting/disconnecting multiple connections at a time. 

Fixed 3415 NinjaScript 

indicators 

Having a multi-series indicator as input of an indicator could cause log errors e.g. on pressing F5. 

Fixed 3416 Charts Opening chart object dialog could crash NT when object had y anchor value of > 99999 or < -99999 
 


